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. DISCLAIMER

This r%,_rt was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-

= bility for the accuracy, completeness, or u._efulncssof any information, apparatus, product,or
: process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights, Refer-

ence herein to any specific commercial product,process, or service by trade name, trademark,
: manufacturer, or otherwise does not neces,sarilyconstitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Governmentor any agency thereof, The views
and opinions of authors expres.u:d herein do not neces_rily stste or reflect those of the
United States Governmentor any agency thereof.



ABSTRACT

The engineering knowledge gained from earthquake experience data
i surveys of fire protection system components is combined with

analytical evaluation results to develop guidelines for the design
i of seismically rugged fire protection distribution piping. The

seismic design guidelines of the National Fire Protection
Association Standard NFPA-13 are reviewed, augmented, and
summalized to define an efficient method for the seismic design of
fire protection piping systems.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In most regions of the country, current building codes impose fire
protection requirements in the design of new commercial facilities.
In critical applications, such as in nuclear facilities, fire
protection systems (FPS) may be required to perform following a
Design Basis Earthquake (DBE). As a minimum, portions of the
systems which are determined to be essential for extinguishing
fires are seismically qualified to survive a DBE event. These
include water storage tanks and elements of the supply and
distribution system.

The design standard which has been extensively used by industry for

fire protection piping systems is the National Fire ProtectionAssociation Standard NFPA-13 (i). This standard defines a fairly
comprehensive set of requirements for the design and installation
of water distribution piping. Included are provisions which

| address the design for seismic events.

2.0 SEISMIC DESIGN OBJECTIVES

Although fire protection systems in nuclear facilities are expected
to survive and be available following an earthquake, the
functionality of the distribution pipe system is not necessary to
safely shutdown the reactor. As such, these piping systems have

I usually been classified as Non-Nuclear Safety (NNS) or seismic

category II equipment. The seismic design emphasis has been to
ensure structural integrity so that the pipe system will retain its
spatial position following an earthquake.
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Earthquake experience data which have been assembled from
earthquake surveys of industrial and commercial facilities around

the world indicate that process piping systems in general have

performed very well (2,3). Many of these pipe systems have never
been designed for seismic inertia loadings, were rod hung, and

hence possessed few lateral supports. The few failures have been
attribbuted to the effects of seismic anchor movements, spatial

interaction, and corrosion. The inherent seismic ruggedness of

piping has also been substantiated by experimental test programs

(4).
i

Fire protection distribution piping has not performed as well as

other piping in earthquakes. Recent surveys of earthquake damage
have found instances of failed overhead distribution piping

although these systems had been presumably designed to NFPA

standards (5,6). In general, the failures were due either to

physical interaction with suspended ceilings resulting in.damaged

sprinkler heads or to leakage at non-welded joints. Such failures
do not necessarily indicate deficiencies in the NFPA standard, but

rather a need for a better understanding of the distribution piping
environment.

As a consequence of potential seismic interaction effects in

various environments, the design objective should be to focus on

maintaining system pressure integrity and/or structural integrity.

Based on experience data, the designer should consider the

following:

Water Spray

Areas where water spray is a concern include rooms where electrical

equipment is present. The water spray may be due to leakage at

threaded pipe fittings or mechanical couplings caused by excessive

sway, physical interactions, or seismic anchor motion. Water spray
can also occur in deluge systems due to inadvertent system
actuation.

Flooding

_ Aside from resulting in costly clean up, flooding due to pipe

i failure can represent a safety concern in the presence of

electrical equipment.
,.

Structural Impact
l

i Impacting of distribution piping with adjacent structural featuresor equipment has sometimes had severe consequences on FPS piping.

The most frequent cause of failure has been the interaction with

suspended ceilings. The failure of FPS piping systems and

neighboring suspended ceilings could have serious safety

consequences on equipment and personnel. This suggests a need to

| 3
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Control seismic deflection in both the piping and suspended

ceilings. Seismic contact between distribution pipe system
components and other NNS piping of an equal size or smaller should
not be a concern.

3.0 SEISMIC DESIGN METHODS

Conventional design practice for FPS distribution piping has been

to adhere to NFPA-13 guidelines. Commercial nuclear utilities have

occasionally supplemented this design approach with computerized

analytical methods comparable to those utilized in the design of
nuclear safety class 2 and 3 piping. In a few cases shake table

testing has been performed to experimentally validate the seismic
survivability of prototypical FPS piping configurations. These

test programs can provide useful information to supplement

experience data in documenting credible failure modes and piping

arrangements.

Due to the large amount of FPS distribution piping planned for
reactor facilities, the use of an efficient and cost effective

piping design method is appropriate. The authors of this paper

believe it prudent to utilize the NFPA-13 approach supplemented by

additional criteria to limit FPS pipe stress and deflection and to

preclude the use of certain configurations which have been shown to

be prone to seismic failure. A detailed pipe system analysis can
be used as an alternative method (as provided in Section 3-5.3 of

NFPA-13) but should generally not be necessary. In either case_

the importance of a final as-built walkdown after system
installation cannot be overemphasized. The use of the above

mentioned design procedures combined with this spatial interaction
field review will ensure the seismic adequacy of the distribution

system.

4.0 PIPING SYSTEM SEISMIC DESIGN CRITERIA

4.1 CREDIBLE FAILURE MODES

• Based on the failure modes indicated by experience data, seismic

q design criteria for FPS piping should focus on seismic anchor
i movements, spatial interaction, corrosion, and loss of pressure

integrity. Most of these criteria are addressed by limiting pipe
• stress and deflection. Additional criteria are needed to ensure

| that pipe corrosion, loss of pressure integrity, and damage due to
X seismic anchor motion are precluded.
i
|
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Corrosion

Corrosion related pipe failures manifest themselves by the
occurrence of cracks and subsequent leakage at locations of a

significant decrease in pipe wall thickness. In the design of new

fire protection systems, the potential issue of corrosion can be

addressed by stipulating the following:

- Use of corrosion resistant materials

- Good quality water

- Proper maintenance and periodic inspections

pipe Fittinq Pressure Inteqrity

Pressure integrity is maintained by limiting pipe stress together

with an appropriate selection of connection fittings. The pipe

fittings should be selected based on the pipe location relative to

susceptible safety-related equipment. For example, welded pipe

connections (not threaded fittings) should be used in critical
areas such as the control room where the consequences of drip or

spray could be severe. In addition, mechanical couplings should
not be used in these areas. As an alternative, a dry system may be

considered in these applications.

Seismic Anchor Motion

Seismic anchor motion may be imposed on distribution piping by

attached equipment such as tanks which are sliding or rocking.

Adequate anchorage of these attached equipment must be incorporated

to preclude this phenomenon.

Another source of seismic anchor motion which has resulted in pipe

structural failures is that which occurs when a relatively rigid

small branch line, i.e., with lateral restraint provisions,

restrains a much larger and flexible main run of pipe. A judicious

selection of pipe support locations as described below should

preclude this.

4.2 SUPPORT SPACING REOU_REMENTS

The potential for pipe system seismic failures due to anchor motion

and spatial interaction effects diminishes when pipe stress and
deflection are limited during the design phase. These seismic

criteria are implemented through support spacing requirements which
were derived based on a combination of NFPA-13 and ANSI B31.1 (7)

pipe stress criteria. Analytical investigations have been

performed to confirm the adequacy of these criteria using typical
FPS piping configurations.
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The support spacing requirements are as follows:

V__E_ical Support SDacinq

Maximum

i) pipe Diameter (in_. Spacina {ft.)

<3 12

4 14
5 15

6 17

8 19

12 23

2) On branch lines, the unsupported cantilever length from the

last vertical support will be <_3' for <i" diameter pipe or <4'
for >1.25" diameter pipe. (See Detail "A" in figure i).

3) On cross mains, there shall be at least one vertical support
between each two branch lines. (See Detail "B" in figure 1).

Lateral Support Spacinq

i) The maximum distance between adjacent lateral supports shall0

be 40 feet for >_2" diameter plpe. For pipe <2" diameter the

maximum span shall be 25 feet. The distance is measured along

the pipe (See Detail "C o' in figure i).

NOTE: In cases where this requirement cannot be met, a more

detailed engineering analysis can be performed to investigate

the effects of using longer lateral spans.

2) The maximum unsupported cantilever length of pipe shall be 15
feet. (See Detail "D" in figure i).

3) On mains or cross-mains (non-branch lines), a lateral support
must exist within one span length of a branch line on either
side of the tee. A span length is the allowed distance

between vertical supports. (See Detail "E '° in figure 2).

Axia! Support Spacinq
I

• i) The maximum linear span length between adjacent axial supports
shall be less than 80 ft. (See Detail "F °: in figure 2).

| 2) Risers or runs of one vertical span length or greater require
at least one axial support. A span length is the allowed
distance between vertical supports. (See Detail "G" in figure

i 2).
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3) Supports which are positioned within 2' of the centerline of

the piping to be braced longitudinally can act as an
equivalent axial support. The diameter of the pipe to which

this support is attached must be of equal or greater diameter
than the longitudinal pipe run. (See Detail "H" in figure 2).

4) A connection to a rigid anchored nozzle or header acts as an

axial support.

4.3 pIPE SUPPORT DESIGN CRITERIA

Support Loads

The loads on the pipe supports are calculated based on the seismic
environment and the tributary weight of the supported pipe.

The seismic environment for facilities is described in terms of

amplified response spectra for horizontal and vertical motions at

various building elevations. The calculation of pipe support loads

utilizes the peak horizontal spectral acceleration and Zero Period

Acceration (ZPA) for 5% dampingat the floor elevation to which the

pipe supports are attached.

The tributary weight is the weight of all piping that contributes

load to a given support. For a straight span of pipe wJ;th multiple

supports, the weight of half the span length on either side of a

support defines the tributary weight to that support. Figure 3
provides an estimate of tributary weight for various diameter pipes

and spans.

Branch lines can contribute tributary weight to the attached mains

or cross mains. Concentrated branch line weights and in-line

equipment weights are distributed to adjacent supports using
statics as shown in figure 4.

Support forces are calculated separately for each coordinate

direction. The equations to be used for calculating individual

support forces are as follows:

Vertic_l Support Desiqn Load (Horizontal pipe},

i Pv = (5 * W) + 250 Ibs. (i) -

i

wi_ere W= tributary weight of piping '

!!
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L_teral support Desiqn Load

PL = 0.75S,W (2)

where S, is the peak horizontal spectral acceleration from the
5% damped building spectra.

Axial support Desiqn Load

For horizontal pipe, PA = S,RW (3)

where S,R is the ZPA (rigid) spectral acceleration for 5%
damped spectra in the horizontal direction.

For standpipes and risers,

PA = (i + Sw) W (4)

where Sv, is the ZPA (rigid) spectral acceleration for 5%
damped spectra in the vertical direction.

Support Criteria

The pipe support stress criteria are based on AISC (8) requirements

using the load factor of 1.6 from the USNRC Standard Review Plan

(9) guidelines for occasional loads. For example, the allowable

tensile stress is 1.6 x 0._ x Sy = 0.96 Sy.

The seismic criteria allow a variety of support types. Suitable

types of supports include pinned rod hangers, both trapeze and
single rod type, and ductile fabricated angle supports which are

designed to ensure ductile behavior in an earthquake. All rod

hangers should be pin-pin connection type. The use of eye bolts is
recommended. Support design development can be performed very

efficiently through the use of parametric data which implicitly

incorporate the stress criteria and can be plotted or tabulated as

shown in figures 5 and 6.

Several types of support hardware are not recommended because

experience data indicate that theyhave exhibited poor seismic
performance. Among those not recommended for use are:

- fixed end rod hangers _

- friction hangers(vertical shelf supports)

- beam clamps

Note that beam clamps which rely primarily on friction are not

recommended even though permitted by NFPA-13o



4.4 DESIGN PROCEDURE

The procedure documented below is a means of systematically
developing a seismically adequate FPS distribution system. Given

a fire piping layout:

1) Conceptualize the initial support configuration using the

support spacing requirements defined in section 4.2 for
vertical and horizontal seismic loading.

2) Determine displacements at header/branch connections to assess
whether adequate branch flexibility exists. (See "Pipe

Displacements")

3) Determine the displacements for piping spans which are

supported by two adjacent buildings or structures. These
displacements should be determined by absolute sum of the

displacements expected for each individual structure.

4) Using the displacements determined in Steps 2 and 3 and a
piping flexibility chart (figure 7), ensure that sufficient

flexibility will exist at these locations. If required,

reposition and/or modify lateral supports on branch lines to
increase flexibility or add supports on the main line to

reduce displacements. Repeat Steps 2 a,:d 3 as required.

5) Determine the pipe clearance (or "rattle space") requirements

to preclude detrimental interaction between the firewat6r

piping and surrounding structures. (In general, implemen-

tation of the pipe support span requirements of this section
will result in piping seismic displacements which are less

than 6 inches for 0.2g PGA (Peak Ground Acceleration) sites).

NOTE: It should be emphasized that this pipe clearance

evaluation need only be conducted in instanceswhere inter-

action (impact, spray, flooding) with safety-related equipment
is possible or where personnel safety may be jeopardized. The

areas of concerninclude _otential impact to sprinkler heads,mechanical couplings, and threaded joints. Note that

sprinkler head guar_s are commercially available which provide

good protection for moderate impacts involving these otherwisefragile components.

6) Conduct a constructibility walkdown to assess whether the
locations designated for supports can physically accommodate

j them. If applicable, assess whether the rattle spacerequirements determined in Step 5 are acceptable. Add

supports or modify locations as required. Finalize the pipe

and support layout.

I
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7) Using the method presented in section 4.3, calculate the loads

at all supports.

8) Based on the support load requirements and the knowledge of

the pipe layout area from the constructibility walkdown,

i develop an appropriate support configuration usin_ the sup-

i port design criteria presented in section 4 3
!

, 9) Conduct a final inspection of the completed fire piping
installation to address interaction concerns caused by

surrounding components.

Pipe Displacements

Piping dlsplacement_ can be approximated using simple models for

the piping system response. Pin-pin beam models produce
conservative results for pipe seismic displacement and can be
utilized to determine this component response. Spectral

displacements can be estimated by calculating the fundamental

frequency of a pipe span as follows:

987[Eig]° f = -- (5)

i 2x3.14 wL4
J

Where:

f = Pipe simple span fundamental frequency (ops)

w = Uniform weight of pipe (lbs/in)

g = Gravitational constant (386.4 in/set 2)
E = Modulus of elasticity of pipe (psi)

I = Pipe moment of inertia (in 4)

L = Simple pipe span (in)

[x1Sd = 1.27 (2x3,14xf) z (61

Where:

Sd = Spectral displacement (in)

Sa = Spectral acceleration corresponding to calculated
frequency (g)

1.27 = Participation factor for first mode response

i0
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The displacement generated from this equation will be

conservatively high and represents the mid-span deflection of a

pin-pin beam. If desired, less conservative deflection estimates
can be made for positions away from the mid-span and closer to a

support.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND CR_R__TIO__SS

Based on the seismic performance of fire protection system

distribution piping in earthquakes, it has been determined that

additional design criteria are needed beyond what is currently

reflected in the applicabledesign standard. Pipe support spacing
requirements are specified based on analytical results coupled with

NFPA guidelines. Using seismic experience data, various design

considerations are identified for pipe fitting selection, support

details, and corrosion protection. An efficient design procedure

is described which can be used to develop a seismically adequate

distribution piping system.

Based on this investigation, it is recommended that design standard

NFPA-13 be amended to incorporate appropriate additional design

requirements which reflect the caveats identified by seismic
experience data.
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Co ve slons

i ft. = 0.3048 M

1 in. = 0.0254 M

1 psi = 6.895 KPa
1 lb = 4.448 N
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_- Figure 1 Pipe Support Spacing Requirements
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Detail'E': LateralSupportIsRsclutredon MainorCrossMain Detail"P: MaximumSpanBetweenAxialSupports
WithinOneSpanLengthofBranchConnection

z:. mLzmm_h um=,_=.eport

. =hz mmength, axt== "_'__'_a "

i

..ti=

4 (_ i=axialm.=pportfc_BC

C
(_setail"G': AxialSupportsAreRequiredifRiserorRunExceedOne SpanLength Detail"H': LateralorVerticalSupportWithin2'of thePipe

CentertineCanActasAxialSupports

i '
Figure:2 Pipe Support Spacing Requirements! .Z X
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